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To Whom lt May Concern:

I recently had the pleasure to attend Darren J Murphy's Creative Thinking Workshop. I have

had the opportunity before to hear Mr. Murphy speak on other subjects, and have always left
with a plethora of new skills to utilize and thoughts to mull over, not only in a professional

environment, but also personally in everyday life. Mr. Murphy's passion for the subjects he

speaks on is infectious and his expert knowledge of each subject is contagious. I walked away

from Mr. Murphy's Creative Thinking Workshop excited about the new skills I had learned and

enthusiasticatly running to the library and internet to continue my education into the world of
creative thinking, tapping into resources that he had shared during the workshop. I have since

purchased several books he recommended, or referenced, in the workshop and have been

reading through them fervently.

Mr. Murphy has a talent for organization and interaction in his workshops that keeps the
attendee on the edge of their seat and constantly engaged. Whether pondering about a

revelation that he artfully brought to light through stories and observations, or practicing a new

skill in a small group exercise, time slips away quickly, and before you know it the lecture is over

and your appetite for knowledge is craving more. Following each lecture that I have had the
pleasure of attending with Mr. Murphy, I am always astounded when I look back at notes that I

am able to jot down during the workshop and realize how much material he is able to cover. He

has a way of sinking into your subconscious with many of these topics, and a few days after,

while engaged in a project, you find yourself digging some of his tools and techniques out
without even thinking about it.

I highly recommend any workshop that Mr. Murphy offers. I guarantee he will leave those in

attendance more knowledgeable than when they arrived, excited about the subject, and

actively utilizing the skills taught in the workshop. I find myself still occasionally asking people

"Po...?" even though it has been months since the creative thinking workshop (Spoiler: This is a

skilltaught in the creative thinking workshop).
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